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Abstract: In 2014 IT spending reaches 3,75 billion USD according to Gartner’s forecast, while this years Standish
Group report shows that 31% of projects will be cancelled before completion. These facts and the tightening of
corporate budgets highlight the importance of IT valuation ex ante and ex post as well. This paper presents an overview
of normative research on IT business valuation, while trying to stress practical conclusions supporting future
management practice. Research suggests that the concurrent use of the discounted cash flow and real option
methodologies can effectively support decisions as they can mutually offset each other’s weaknesses, i.e. DCF’s
inflexibility and lack of strategic focus and ROA’s complexity and lack of communicability. Also we conclude that the
principal function of ex ante IT valuation lies not so much in determining an exact value as in identifying the key
factors of value creation, thus support supporting management during implementation and use.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gartner puts worldwide IT (information technology)
spending at over USD 3700 billion in 2014, signaling a
2.1% growth on the previous year despite corporate budget
cuts [28]. Knowing that success rate of IT projects tend to
be rather low, this certainly arouse professionals’ curiosity
as to whether there is any value creation behind the
spending figures.
Information technology (or information system) business
value is captured in different studies by various effects on
corporate performance, like [20]:





the ability of IS to create a competitive advantage
[34]);
the productivity of IS at the organizational level [39];
added value as the difference between revenues and
expenses [52];
the economic contribution of IS to management’s
profit-maximizing efforts [6].

All of the above approaches assign some kind of financial
– revenue or efficiency – indicator to the IT investments.
Based on that, Cronk and Fitzgerald [20, p. 44] define IT
business value as: “the sustainable value added to the
business by IS, either collectively or by individual
systems, considered from an organizational perspective,
relative to the resource expenditure required”. This
definition thus takes over the factor of sustainability
characteristic from the literature on sustainable
competitive advantage. The notion of competitive
advantage is usually also defined from the aspect of
financial value; i.e. competitive advantage is what enables
a company to realize a ROI higher than the industry
average [16]. Based on these considerations we will use
the following definitions (in Table 1) throughout this
paper.
Copyright to IJARCCE

TABLE 1.
BASIC CONCEPTS OF IT BUSINESS VALUE RESEARCH

Concept
Information
Technology
(IT)
Information
System (IR)

IT Business
Value

Definition
„as denoting the technologies used for
processing, storing,
and transporting information in digital
form.” [14, p. 49. ]
„include any combination of information
technology and people’s activities using that
technology
to
support
operations,
management, and decision-making” [26, p.
67.]
„the organizational performance impacts of
information technology at both the
intermediate process level and the
organizationwide level, and comprising both
efficiency impacts
and competitive impacts” [43, p. 287.]

II. MEASURING IS BUSINESS VALUE
Does information technology create value for businesses?
In respect of this question researchers have several times
been confronted with the question of how value creation
could/should be measured and demonstrated. With regard
to this issue a normative and practical research perspective
has been developed with a focus on the methods of
financial valuation of IT investments.
Normative literature offers several methodologies for
selecting IT investments (projects) for implementation,
like [10, p. 4]:

selection on the basis of the general needs of the
organization;

selection by way of categorizing projects;

selection based on net present value calculation or
other financial analysis;

selection against a set of weighted criteria.
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Here we plan to focus on the financial approaches in
details. However, there is no denying that in corporate
practice placing the primary emphasis on value creation
criteria is not necessarily a dominant approach, partly
because of the principal-agent problems and partly
because of power/political considerations.

A. From transaction Costs to Total Cost of Ownership
The transaction cost theory and the principal-agent theory
are often referred in relation to IT investments and IT
operation. IT can help reducing the costs of both internal
(agency costs) and external coordination (transaction)
costs [4].The agency theory [1] states that the solution to
the principal-agent problem is shareholder control, which
can be embodied in different contracts and monitoring
systems. The main linkage between the agency theory and
IT valuation is that some of the agent costs can be
effectively reduced by the use of appropriate information
systems. An agency costs advantage – which is not
considered by the conventional microeconomic view – can
be “cheaper” monitoring or a more time-saving
documentation system. Moreover, IT can also be a useful
tool to reduce the information asymmetry and allow
shareholders insight into corporate processes thereby
supplying them with up-to-date and real information
aggregated at the appropriate level. IT, therefore, can
reduce so-called “decision-informing costs” in addition to
agency costs [31].According to the transaction cost theory
interactions between market players have so-called
transaction costs by which the parties fend off each other’s
possible opportunistic behaviour (see [61]). The usage of
IT can mitigate information asymmetry; enable closer,
more flexible, better monitorable and verifiable – and so
less risky – cooperation between vendors and buyers; thus
reducing transaction costs arising from search and
coordination [33], [41], [60].
The two theories presented here shed light on those
implicit benefits of IT investments which would have been
overlooked by an evaluator thinking only in terms of
traditional cost-benefit categories. Following this line of
thought, the key to IT valuation is to explore all the
possible value effects, the entire spectrum of IT
investment costs and benefits. This is also the main idea –
at least on the cost side – behind the TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) methodology, a technique widely used in the
field of IT valuation [50]. The TCO method seeks to map
and quantify the whole spectrum of costs throughout the
entire life of a product or service and thus ensures a better
comparability of procurement options (see [27]). This
method has really been made known and widespread in the
field of IT investments by the Gartner Group ([13]). For
example Smith – Schuff – St. Louis [51, p. 103]
categorize the full range of costs related to IT procurement
and investments as follows:

Procurement costs (hardware, software);

Operating costs (support, upgrades, performance
evaluation, auditing, training, downtimes, virus
damage, power consumption, work time loss due to
private use, etc.)
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Control costs (centralization and standardization in
the field of implementation and maintenance).
There is a wide variety of practical methodologies
designed for corporate use, similarly to the TCO
methodology, of which a detailed picture is provided by
Szatmári ([53, p. 25], for other multidimensional
evaluation framework see also [42]):

TCO – the Gartner Group’s methodology;

TEI (Total Economic Impact) – the methodology used
by a subsidiary of Forrester Research;

REJ (Rapid Economic Justification) – Microsoft’s
methodology;

TVO (Total Value of Opportunity) – the Gartner
Group’s methodology;

Real option approach (see Section 4.2.4 below).
These techniques and the transaction/agency or TCO logic
presented in this chapter all serve as tools for decisionmakers to discover all possible expenditures and financial
benefits linked to IT investments.

B. The Valuation of Intangible Effects
The forecasting of information technology effects and cash
flows are made difficult by two basic problems: a temporal
gap and a logical gap between IT investments and
corporate profitability. The delayed effect is caused by the
complexity and complicated dynamics of the impacts of
technology and the inherently protracted nature of its
introduction.
The second problem of cause and effect means that only a
part of the effects of IT investments concerns categories
traditionally handled by financial accounting systems (e.g.
sales revenue growth, labor saving etc.), while some other
effects are more like alternative costs (e.g. the cost of time
out of work during system training) or are conditional (e.g.
consequences of system downtime – see Figure 1).
Moreover, the complete financial valuation of IT
investments would require the quantification of effects like
improved product quality or service standards, increased
production flexibility, or even strategic considerations
such as faster competitive response or laying the
foundations for further innovations. These already belong
to the range of so-called intangible benefits.
“A tangible benefit is one which directly affects the firm’s
profitability” ([48] in: [44] p. 303), while “the difference
between a tangible and an intangible lies in the difficulty
of estimating monetary value” (Emery in: [6], p. 11). In
other words, intangible benefits do have financial value
but their estimation is difficult, only possible by exploring
a long chain of causes and effects.
In respect of the potential benefits of information systems,
Hares and Royle [32] distinguish four major intangible
categories:: intangible effects linked to internal
development, customer service, forecasting and
adaptation. As we progress along these categories,
measuring the impacts becomes even more difficult. The
strategy applied in practice is to value these hard-toquantify factors as zero, even though it can significantly
distort valuation [35].
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Traditional costs
and benefits
Alternative costs
and benefits
Conditional costs
and benefits
Intangible costs
and benefits
Fig. 1 Cash Flow Types of IT Investments (based on [45])

Therefore, one of the greatest challenges in valuing
information technology investments lies in finding some
way to determine the value of intangible benefits in
monetary terms. Murphy and Simon ([44], p. 313-314)
suggests the following approach to exploring the effects of
IT investments:
1.
Recognizing the existence of intangible benefits;
2.
Making intangible benefits measurable and
determining the measurement method, which can be done
by rephrasing the phenomenon and assessing possible
consequences;
3.
“Physically” forecasting benefits; the authors
present three different approaches to its implementation,
respectively based on market transactions, alternative costs
and direct revenues.
The second step – making intangible effects measurable –
often makes life difficult for the assessor while literature
also offers little practical guidance. As an example, a
methodology described by Anandarajan and Wen [3] can
be mentioned since their goal was to ensure simple
applicability in practice. The method applied by them
supports the measurement of intangible benefits by expert
evaluation and probability theory. They asked corporate
managers to rank different intangible benefits on a
numerical scale and used the frequency of responses as a
probability estimate. Based on the judgment of managers
they determined the probability of each scenario and the
extent of extra benefit for each scenario and then
calculated the expected value of the benefit as a product of
the two. Naturally enough, a great disadvantage of this
method is excessive subjectivity, as it only uses managers’
judgment as a basis. In addition, preparing the valuation
becomes a highly resource-intensive exercise and
companies rarely undertake this extra investment.
Experience has shown that in reality valuation mostly
takes place along the following corporate process [15, p.
152]:
1.
Identifying the problem;
2.
“Mini-valuation” of current business processes;
3.
“Mini-valuation” of proposed business processes
(enabled by the new IT investment);
4.
Valuation of benefits based on the comparison of
current and proposed processes.
In relation to the third step of valuation, there are a
number of approaches and methods available to estimate
and forecast the financial value of intangible benefits; for
Copyright to IJARCCE

comparison, these can be categorized as follows (based on
[21]; [22]; [47]; and [57]):

Market-value-based approach: determination of the
actual market value or estimation of the fair market
value based on market transactions related to similar
goods. A typical case is:
- relative valuation or valuation by multiples (i.e. the
use of relative indicators of other companies, the
given company being the baseline)

Revenue-based approach: the value of future revenues
to be generated from the given asset, usually
determined with discounted cash flow (DCF)
valuation methods.

Cost-based approach: the cost of developing or
acquiring the given asset or good. A special case is:
- determination of alternative costs (i.e. the cost of
achieving the same goal if the company selected
another method).
The methodological issues of quantifying intangible
factors are important not only in supporting decisions but
also in determining the accounting value of technology.
The first time the problem became the centre of
accounting experts’ and researchers’ attention may have
been around the turn of the millennium when the market
value of companies listed on the stock exchange increased
to many times their book value partly as a result of their
use of innovative technologies and ideas [38]. According
to an American study, by 2006 the IT-based intangible
asset value of an average company would reach one third
of total tangible assets and depreciate at no more than 6.5
to 8% per annum [55, p. 12].
From an accounting perspective not only the definition of
the intangibles but also the method of valuation is stricter
and more conservative, and the historical cost as opposed
to the market value is regarded as the basis. [58] That said,
accounting research teams can extensively draw on
business valuation approaches and a kind of convergence
can be observed between the two perspectives. In their
study on the new economy, the FASB (Financial
Accounting Standards Board) research team drew the
following and still relevant conclusions (based on [57] p.
X-XI):

There is no exact conceptual basis for making a
distinction between purchased and internally
generated intangible assets, and nor is such distinction
in regulation justified.

The fact of control is an important criterion of assets.
This can be strongly questionable in the case of some
intangible goods (e.g. customer satisfaction), therefore
they cannot be treated as assets in accounting terms.

While on the one hand we can say that valuation
based on value-generating capacity often lacks any
real foundations and market reference points, costbased valuation at the same time does not provide a
realistic picture about the actual value of the asset.

The most important obstacle to handling intangible
assets in accounting terms lies in the fact that
companies do not for the time being treat intangibles
as assets; how could they then value something
correctly if it falls out of their range of vision?
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Having a closer look at the arguments above we can see
that these factors are obstacles not only to valuation in
accounting terms but also to business/financial valuation,
not to mention IT management. E.g. according to Bőgel
[11] problems related to IT valuation can basically be
traced to three sources: (1) the innovativeness of and
continuous changes in IT; (2) interactions between
projects; and (3) the time gap between investments and
their effects. One of the research directions of the IT
paradox was partly related to uncovering the time and
correlation gaps, while the recognition and control of
(intangible) IT assets is also an issue explored by the
resource-based view, one of the theories prominent in IT
business value research.





C. Discounted Cash Flows in IT Valuation
Once we have identified and quantified an ever increasing
range of related cash flows (expenditures and revenues),
then all we have left to do is find a valuation framework
that incorporates some key principles of finance: the time
value of money and the alternative cost proportionate to
risk.
First, it is worth summarizing some of the cornerstones of
IT valuation based on discounted cash flows (DCF – see
Figure 2):
1.
Estimation of cash flows: The methodological
and reliability problems of exploring and estimating future
cash flows were mentioned in the last two chapters, with
special regard to the issue of quantifying intangible
effects.
2.
Uncertainty and risk: The possible decision
alternatives and their probabilities have to be mapped,
while the alternative cost of capital (changing over time)
also has to be incorporated to the model.
3.
The time value of money: Discounting assures
the comparability of cash flows appearing at different
points in time.
4.
Evaluation: we might use more refined ex post
analysis techniques to evaluate the DCF results.
CASH FLOW
ESTIMATION
CF: cash flow

*

PROBABILITIES
P: probabilities of
cash flows

+
TIME VALUE OF MONEY
(1+r)n: discount factor
TIME FRAME
n: estimation
RISC
period
(1 + r: cost of
)
capital
CF1
n CFk*P
+ OV
Value=
Σ
k
k=1 (1+r)
Year 1

OPTIONS
OV: value of real
options

CF2

CFn
....

Year 2

Year n

Fig. 2 IT Valuation – General Model

In respect of each cornerstone, literature highlights the
following critical remarks with regard to the use of the
DCF method in IT valuation (based on [17]; [3]; [37];
[49]):

With an IT investment, even the definition and
forecasting of its expected lifetime is difficult due for
example to the unpredictable process of continuous
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upgrade services offsetting rapid technological
development. Also, the uncertain timeframe makes
the estimation of cash flows uncertain.
Analysis often overlooks hard-to-measure and hardto-quantify yields and expenses, whereas their value is
not necessarily zero. Intangible factors like improving
performance or competitive advantage and new
business opportunities may make up a significant
proportion of the business value of IT projects.
Beyond that, the traditional DCF theoretically does
not take into account management’s future decisionmaking flexibility or the impact of future investment
opportunities and decisions.
In practice, the basis of comparison is usually the
status quo, which disregards the cost and the effect of
market threats arising from the unrealized investment.
As a way to compensate high risk, analysts often set
the cost of capital too high – higher than it would
actually be necessary. This problem can also be
approached from the aspect of the inherent difficulty
of determining an IT project’s capital costs due to the
embedded high level of uncertainty.

We can conclude that in practice traditional DCF-based
techniques, such as net present value (NPV) calculation,
often underestimate the value of complex information
technology investments. The underestimation of cash
flows and the overestimation of capital costs both cause a
bias in the negative direction, thus the above errors may
lead to the rejection of viable investments. Although some
of the problems listed above stem from the superficiality
of the practical application of DCF and the imperfections
of parameter estimation, the oversight of decision
flexibility and the overrating of risks point to a conceptual
issue. This phenomenon has redirected researchers’
attention to other valuation methods, like the real option
approach.

D. Real Options in IT Investments
The criticisms and practical challenges listed above in
relation to the DCF method can actually be traced back to
two main factors: high uncertainty linked to IT projects
and the oversight of management’s future decision-making
flexibility. Disregard for future flexibility is a conceptual
issue in the case of the DCF method, and thus a new
valuation approach could be appropriate here. Moreover,
the two problems are partially inter-related: the greater the
uncertainty, the less it is possible to forecast future cash
flows and the more valuable future decision options and
flexibility can be. Since the 1990s, reacting on the
shortfalls of discounted cash flow-based (DCF)
techniques, real-option methods have increasingly gained
ground in the international research arena. Following early
IT-option studies (e.g. [24]; [30]) this originally financial
theory can now be regarded as part of mainstream IT
research.
“An option provides its owner the right (but not the
obligation) to sell or buy an underlying asset (at or before
the expiration date), at a fixed price (called a strike
price).” [18, p. 467]. As opposed to the option theory
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originated from the stock exchange, the subject of real
options is some kind of tangible asset. The options
themselves are not traded but often emerge as exploitable
potentials in the company’s operation. The following
listing presents a synthesis of the most frequently
mentioned option types related to IT investments [40], [7]:

There is in general delay option, i.e. the project launch
can be deferred to a later time when we have more
information about the given technology (learning
option) or when the necessary equipment is available
at a more favorable price (timing option).

In case of an unfavorable turn of events the project
can be abandoned in order to avoid further losses.
Leasing the technology assets or outsource the given
IT functions may inherently establish this kind of
abandonment options.

The scope/scale of the project can be narrowed or
broadened any time later whenever it seems favorable
(scale option). A special case of this is the possibility
of piloting or staggered investment (stage option).

The given investment can create a basis or an
opportunity for further value-creating investments
(interproject or growth option).

approach to IT investments may not be “doomed to death”
after all, as de Jong, Ribbers and van der Zee [37] write in
their article entitled “Option pricing for IT valuation: a
dead end”. All it takes is to shift the emphasis from the
precision of calculations to the management approach
(Zhu in [54]). While experts prepare the option valuation
of an investment opportunity, they assess the sources of
project risks and potential future decision points, which in
itself is indispensable for effective project management.
The fact, that the real-option approach is part of the
mainstream research in the field of IT risk management
(see e.g. [7]) supports this reasoning too. Also the
management’s targeted search for and raising awareness of
investment options is the first step towards capitalizing on
these opportunities. Using the real-option view as a
management approach rather than a financial valuation
methodology fits into the literature of the option-based
approach to strategic investments (e.g. [51]).

III. CONCLUSION
The real-option view, which is considered to be
mainstream, only dominates theory and remains
unmanageable for corporate practice. The latter is left to
rely on the traditional DCF-based model, advisably
The above-listed IT options are similar to stock exchange placing emphasis on uncovering and estimating all related
options in three characteristics: they are mostly cash flow streams battling with challenges of uncertainty
irreversible; they can be flexibly timed; and the value of and intangibility.
the asset is surrounded by great uncertainty [23]. Based
on these, many have undertaken to apply valuation In the end the main conclusions of normative IT business
methods worked out for capital market options in the case value research for management are the following:
of IT options. For example, Benaroch and Kauffman [8] 1.
As corporate budgets tend get tighter and
used a modified version of the Black-Scholes [9] formula complex ICT systems are still expensive with a
in the case of an electronic banking investment, while comparatively low success rate, it becomes more and more
Taudes, Feurstein and Mild [56] relied on the same necessary to try to quantify IT business value.
method to deal with the valuation problem of a SAP R/2 to 2.
When we evaluate an IT project in monetary
R/3 switch option. The general binomial model of Cox– terms decision support has to try to explore all of the
Ross–Rubenstein [19], which is also regarded as a possible value effect – costs and benefits alike. The
classical financial method, has also been used in the field different theoretic views on this – from transaction cost
of IT valuation (e.g. [25]), while Benaroch and Kauffman theory trough total cost of ownership or intangible
[8] experimented with the concurrent use of the two valuation – will support analysts to be more holistic and
models.
comprehensive.
There are also examples of the integration of the option 3.
For supporting the IT investment decision the
view into practical IT decision-making in the corporate valuation has to come up with an aggregate number. While
sector. According to an American [5] study covering 119 choosing the methodology there will be a trade-off
IT managers, 6% of companies use real-option techniques between theoretic rigor and the ease of communicating the
to analyze IT investment opportunities For example, results. But whatever our methodological choice is, we
besides using the DCF technique to quantify the potential have to account for uncertainty, risk and future decision
value of their investments, HP now also uses real-option flexibility.
valuation (namely the Black–Scholes formula), especially 4.
Even if the final result of our valuations may still
in valuing initial project steps [29, p. 58]. It seems include a lot of uncertainty or unquantifiable future
therefore that the concurrent use of the DCF and ROA options, it will enable us to identify the most important
methodologies can effectively support decisions if geared value sources and success factors and thus implementation
to the specificities of IT projects as they can mutually and risk management can focus on these factors. This is a
offset each other’s weaknesses, i.e. DCF’s inflexibility and merit by itself. The principal function of ex ante IT
lack of strategic focus and ROA’s complexity and heavy- valuations lies not so much in determining an exact value
handed communicability [58], [25].
as in identifying the key factors of value creation.
On the other hand, managers often complain about the
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